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Abstract—With the recent advances in the new network
technologies and paradigms such as 5G, Cloud, Edge Computing,
and IoT (Internet of Things), a set of management and resource
optimization techniques are demanded. Recently, the slicing
approach was employed as part of the 5G technology to maxi-
mize infrastructures capabilities by enabling softwarization and
virtualization to offer network service and resource abstraction
over several different physical networks, thus improving end-
to-end service delivery in a flexible and customized manner.
The accomplishment of the end-to-end slicing management
procedures demands a set of data regarding elements that
constitute the diverse entities involved in the communication (i.e.,
cloud, edge, applications, services, etc.). The fulfillment of this
premise is achieved by employing the appropriate monitoring
mechanisms in order to make the system intelligence aware
of all information regarding the involved entities. This work
introduces a monitoring architecture for deploying personalized
monitoring schemes to fit different scenarios. The solution here
presented allows to take management decisions in the core cloud,
in the edge, or even establish an Edge-Cloud interplay model. We
designed, implemented and deployed a proof-of-concept together
with a set of evaluations, providing insights about the impact of
having local versus remote monitoring over the end-to-end slice.

Index Terms—5G, Cloud, MEC, RAN, Cloud-Network Slicing,
Monitoring, Mobility.

I. INTRODUCTION

The consumption of multimedia services by customers,
which demand high quality, is growing every day, as suggested
by [1]. In addition, according to the authors, a fundamental
change is taking place in the way we manage networks that
address issues related to abstraction, separation and routing
mapping as well as control and service management aspects.
In this regard, it is important to note that industry and
academia are adopting network technologies that can support
applications for future generations and with different service
requirements [2].

Technologies and paradigms that are being adopted, both by
industry and academia, namely 5G, Cloud Computing, Edge
Computing, and network-slicing, emerge as a mean to sub-
sidize limitations and needs regarding information processing
[3], [4]. Thus, it is essential to chase solutions to problems
that are related to such technologies. As [5] states, slicing
allows network operators to provide differentiated services
to customers, dynamically allocating dedicated parts of their
networks. The concept of network slicing was mentioned a few

years ago in the structure of 5G networks, as it aimed to offer
enriched services that surpassed those of standard connectivity.
Also, the motivation behind this context is the need to more
accurately suit the requirements of vertical markets, namely
entertainment, health, automotive, among others [5], [6].

It is also important to highlight the importance of Multi-
access Edge Computing (MEC), as it is a distributed comput-
ing paradigm offering storage and computational resources that
are processed directly at the edges of the network [7]. As [8],
[9] suggest, this technology produces ultra-low latency, high
bandwidth and real-time access to network resources. More-
over, MEC architectures raise the 5G and cloud capabilities
within the Radio Access Network (RAN) closest to the end-
users allowing faster content and service delivery, enhancing
responsiveness from the edge through techniques like data
offloading [10].

Recently, virtualization and softwarization techniques have
leveraged 5G scenarios by enabling infrastructures to deploy
services for computing, storage, and networking in a personal-
ized and elastic way by extending the Cloud, Edge, and RAN
capabilities through the resources provided by the network-
slicing [11]. In addition, the joint adoption of virtualization,
softwarization and cloudification [12] can maximize the deliv-
ery of end-to-end services that operate under multiple domains
belonging to the same 5G cloud and network federation, thus
enabling a Cloud-Network Slicing (CNS) scenario [13], [14].
Although domains are geographically distributed in a CNS-
enabled infrastructure, they can be seen as a single structure
capable of providing services as an expanded domain of
resources.

Each CNS Instance (CNSI) is represented by a set of
network and cloud resources, spread over several domains.
CNSIs are enabled to meet a specific service of the distinct
verticals and business models involved. It implies that the 5G
infrastructure must also be able, autonomously, to optimize
and manage communication and cloud resources, including
the various CNS instances deployed throughout the federation
[15].

A. Problem Statement

In a cloud-network, the resources offered to provide a
particular service may belong to the various participating



resource providers. While this architectural arrangement is
highly relevant to the offering of ultra-high-definition services,
given the advantages already introduced previously, network
management procedures such as mobility control will re-
quire cooperation between the elements for orchestration and
management of the infrastructure resources and services. It
involves monitoring the entities (links, CNSIs, Base Stations,
RAN, cloud), Key Performance Indicators (e.g., QoS/QoE),
and network resources to fulfill the decisions made (e.g.,
handover decision) [16], [17].

In this sense, it is expected that future telco-cloud [18]
scenarios will require the coexistence of different monitoring
modes according to the tenant’s interest. In these scenarios,
characterized by the numerous demands imposed by the multi-
tenancy concept, traditional monitoring schemes based only on
(a) edge or (b) cloud premises need to evolve their operation
to an edge-cloud interplay. Thus, such an approach will
support cloud-network slicing operators to maximize third-
party infrastructure for using their customized definitions.

The problem that this research addresses is within the con-
text of slicing and its infrastructure monitoring. This demand,
which is already a concern of the scientific community, has
been discussed in previous works [19], [20], [21] as a relevant
research challenge that is still open. This work is also in
line with the NECOS Project [citar IEEE Commag aqui] that
designed and implemented a Slice as a Service architecture
including aspects of management, monitoring and orchestra-
tion. In this work, we advance the state-of-the-art in cloud-
network slicing by proposing the EDgE ClouD SliCE-part
monitoring (EDCS) approach, which harnesses edge-cloud
interplay operating in a dynamic and distributed manner to
monitor slice instances. The EDCS proposed approach makes
it possible for either multiple cloud-network slice operators or
automated network management mechanisms to operate their
monitoring scheme over common sliced-defined resources.

B. Contributions

The main research contributions of this study are as follows:
(a) An end-to-end monitoring system for cloud-network slic-

ing services;
(b) A slicing monitoring-as-a-service driven architecture;
(c) A full complexity abstraction of third-party monitoring

mechanisms for network management applications.

C. Paper Organization

This paper is structured as follows: Section II outlines the
most significant works in network-slicing monitoring. Section
III introduces the proposed solution. Section IV describes the
use case, the methodology, and setup of the experiments and
examines the results. Section V summarizes the findings of
our research and provides some recommendations for future
research.

II. RELATED WORK

This section provides an analysis and discussion on various
research related to slicing monitoring. Also, it seeks to draw

a comparison between the works to find a way to build the
application proposed in this article.

Within this context, [22] presents an information-centric
approach to deal with the monitoring of multiple sources in
an IoT network. Furthermore, the authors suggest a model
designed to provide generic and extensible data formats for
different IoT objects. Therefore, the contributions of this work
are: (i) propose a new model centered on information and
its implementation architecture for the IoT slice monitoring
problem; (ii) offer a solution to collect data from multiple
sources, from edge devices to clouds at the same time; and
(iii) propose a solution to several different types of data to
allow the creation of API queries for different IoT contexts.

The work presented in [23] features a cloud-network slicing
monitoring system with the capability of detecting the creation
of new Cloud-Network slice instances. When a new instance
appears, the system prepares in advance the entire monitoring
configuration process for each one. At the end of this process,
the tenant is responsible for indicating the desired monitoring
KPIs. The authors highlight three essential concepts, namely:
(i) automatic and dynamic assignment of tasks to monitor
servers in message-queuing mode; (ii) load balancing between
monitoring servers in the selection of tasks related to config-
uration; and (iii) exploring the parallelism in the construction
of monitoring slices.

The authors of [24] propose an elastic monitoring architec-
ture to collect monitoring KPIs related to physic and virtual
infrastructur components. According to the authors, the main
characteristic is that the solution is "enabled for elasticity",
which means being able to trigger adaptations of dynamic
monitoring components due to elasticity actions. In this way,
slices or parts of slices are removed and updated according
to elasticity-related events. Therefore, resource monitoring is
performed both physically and virtually on the cloud network.

The literature review reveals that the current efforts for
delivering slicing monitoring are concerned with operating in
the cloud premises. When solutions collect data from the edge,
the data is sent to the core Cloud for further classification
and organization. Only after that such data is delivered to
the respective consumer applications. Thus, it is evident the
lack of a solution capable of enabling 5G slicing-defined
infrastructures with a slicing monitoring Edge-Cloud Interplay
approach.

III. TOWARDS THE EDCS SOLUTION

The EDCS proposed solution’s architecture aims to tackle
the current gap by allowing a distributed slice monitoring
strategy that can (i) decouple the slice management appli-
cation plane from the KPI monitoring plane (e.g., Netdata,
Prometheus, among other technologies), creating a unified API
in a per network-slice-part granularity; (ii) enable on-demand
monitoring KPIs delivery comply with multiple network con-
trol application needs; and, (iii) offer specialized monitoring
schemes, providing local, remote or hybrid (edge-cloud inter-
play) monitoring in a per network-slice-part granularity.



The EDCS architecture consists of an orchestrator to deploy
and setup isolated modules prepared to monitor targeting
resources (indicated by Tenants) of each slice-part of a single
or multiple slices instances. The modules are responsible
for collecting, filtering, and delivering the list of monitoring
KPIs that the management applications subscribed without
to bound these applications to specific technologies of the
dense network ecosystems. In this scope, the EDCS proposal
supports three monitoring modes:

• Cloud-Edge Interplay Monitoring: it consists of locally
monitoring each slice-part of a given network slice (as
long as the hardware resource where the slice-part is
deployed has the computational architecture required to
run the monitoring module on it). This scheme enables
the monitoring of KPIs for management applications on
the edge premises.

• Full-Cloud Monitoring: this scheme enables the moni-
toring of all slice-parts of a given cloud-network slice to
be executed exclusively from the Cloud.

• Full-Edge Monitoring: this scheme enables monitoring
all slice-parts of a given cloud-network slice to be exe-
cuted exclusively from the network’s edge.

The next subsections introduce the EDCS proposal archi-
tecture, its main components and interfaces.

A. System Architecture

The EDCS proposed monitoring system’s architecture is
composed of three main subsystems: (i) the Monitoring Or-
chestrator; (ii) the Message Broker; and (iii) the Slice-Part
Adaptor (SP Adaptor). Figure 1 depicts the overall system
and the relationship between the components.

1) Monitoring Orchestrator: As shown in Figure 1, the
central entity of the EDCS monitoring system architecture
comprehends the Monitoring Orchestrator, which is composed
of the API, the Adaptor Builder, and the KPI Gathering.

The API component is responsible for handling requisi-
tions supporting the three primary monitoring operations: (i)
creating the monitoring for a cloud-network slice instances;
(ii) updating the current monitoring scheme of a slice-part
instance (for situations where a slice is modified and the
monitoring scheme needs to be updated); and, (iii) removing
the monitoring for a specific slice.

Through the API, the Slice Orchestrator System (following
the approach adopted in the NECOS project [25]) delivers
the necessary information that will drive the lifecycle of
the system through the Adaptor Builder. An API component
request example is provided in the Listing 1.

The Adaptor Builder is responsible for fetching the infor-
mation about the slice-parts from the requisitions delivered to
the API (from this point on, it will deploy Slice-Part Adaptors
according to each slice-part specified in the request).

The configuration of the Slice-Part Adaptor consists of a
requisition containing: (i) list of monitoring KPIs intending
to be monitored; (ii) monitoring Agent of the slice-part
(e.g., Netdata, Prometheus, Openflow, etc.); (iii) monitoring
frequency of each monitoring KPI specified; and, (iv) the IP

address/port of the application that will retrieve the monitoring
KPIs and the Broker address.

Listing 1: Monitoring create request example
1{
2 ’slice_id’: 1,
3’slice_name’: ’Default-slices’,
4’slice_parts’: {
5 ’pcpe’: [{
6 ’slice_part_name’: ’wifi-slice’,
7 ’slice_part_id’: 5,
8 ’type’: ’NET’,
9 ’pcpe_address’: ’10.7.227.130’,

10 ’monitoring_configuration’: {
11 ’KPIs’: {’Wifi Network Quality’: ’1

second’, ’Wifi Network Bitrate’
: ’1 second’},

12 ’monitoring_agent’: ’node-exporter’
,

13 ’monitoring_location’: [{’remote’:
’10.7.227.175’},{’Access
credentials’: [’admin’:’admin’]}
],

14 ’delivery_location’: [{’
monitoring_delivery_place’: ’
local’},{’address’: ’localhost:7
564’}]

15 }
16 }],
17 ’edge’: [{
18 ’slice_part_name’: ’edge-dc-default’,
19 ’slice_part_id’: 2,
20 ’type’: ’EDGE’,
21 ’edge_address’: ’10.7.227.175’,
22 ’monitoring_configuration’: {
23 ’KPIs’: {’Network Bandwidth’: ’1

second’},
24 ’monitoring_agent’: ’Netdata’,
25 ’monitoring_location’: [{’remote’:

’10.7.227.175’},{’Access
credentials’: [’admin’:’admin’]}
],

26 ’delivery_configuration’: [{’
monitoring_delivery_place’: ’
local’},{’address’: ’localhost:8
775’}]

27 }
28 }],
29 ’dc’: [{
30 ’slice_part_name’: ’core-dc-default’,
31 ’slice_part_id’: 1,
32 ’type’: ’DC’,
33 ’dc_address’: ’10.7.229.191’,
34 ’monitoring_configuration’: {
35 ’KPIs’: {’Memory Available’: ’1

second’, ’Network Upload’: ’1
second’},

36 ’monitoring_agent’: ’prometheus’,
37 ’monitoring_location’: [{’remote’:

’10.7.229.191’},{’Access
credentials’: [’admin’:’admin’]}
],

38 ’delivery_configuration’: [{’
monitoring_delivery_place’: ’
local’},{’address’: ’localhost:9
740’}]}}]}}

The KPI Gathering component is responsible for gather-
ing monitoring KPIs from the Slice-Part Adaptors (received



Figure 1: Proposed Architecture.

through the Broker) to the database. The organization of the
monitoring KPIs stored is done by employing headers in its
data (added inside the adaptors over the network when it
collects the monitoring KPIs), namely: (i) Slice Identification
Header (specified by the Slice Orchestrator); (ii) Slice-Part
Identification Header (specified by the Slice Orchestrator);
and, (iii) collection time (which contains a timestamp repre-
senting the instant of time that the monitoring KPI is fetched).

2) Message Broker: The Message Broker employs a
publish-subscribe communication service between the Mon-
itoring Orchestrator and all active Slice-Part Adaptors. The
Message Broker organizes all slices in the network that are
being monitored with the use of queues. Each slice-part is
mapped to a queue, transporting all the monitoring KPIs
related to all slice-parts from a specific slice (the slice-
part Identification Header mentioned above will differentiate
monitoring KPIs from different slice-parts in a queue). This
approach allows temporal and spatial decoupling between
these components.

3) Slice-Part Adaptor: The Slice-Part Adaptor is the com-
ponent that will interact directly with the resources of the slice-
part. Thus, it needs to be aware of the specific technologies
used in the slice-part where it will be deployed. This informa-
tion is given by the Slice Orchestrator through the Monitoring
Orchestrator’s API and then delivered to the Slice-Part Adaptor
through the Setup API (in the instant that the Adaptor Builder
configures it).

When the Adaptor Builder starts the configuration step,

the Setup API will receive the necessary information and
configure the Collector and the Publisher. The Collector is
the component that will switch (according to the Setup API
information) between the specific algorithms to access the
APIs of the slice-part specific monitoring agent.

The Publisher is configured to deliver a list of monitoring
KPI (after collecting and filtering procedures) to the specific
local Management Applications, if there’s any, or send it
through the Message Broker to be delivered to a subscribed
remote application and received and stored by the KPI Gath-
ering.

IV. TESTBED EVALUATION

To validate the EDCS solution’s architecture, a proof-of-
concept was conducted atop a testbed embedding real-world
devices and enabling technologies. The EDCS architecture
implementation was done in Python programming language
(version 3.6.9) and executed in a testbed consisting of an
Edge server (Dual Core AMD Athlon(tm) II X2 B28, 16GB of
RAM), a Cloud server (8 vCPUs and 8GB of RAM), and an
off-the-shelf Wifi SD-pCPE (TP-LINK TL-WR1043ND v2,
which is powered by Qualcomm Atheros QCA9558 @ 720
MHz chipset, 64 MB RAM and 8 MB flash, and running
OpenWrt SO and OpenFlow v3).

Different scenarios were set to showcase the perspectives
of using each of the three monitoring modes that our EDCS
solution supports. To achieve this, the time-consuming and
control signaling throughput measures are analyzed. In the the



time-consuming, we collected the instant time that a deployed
Slice-Part Adaptor takes (i) to gather a list of monitoring KPIs
that the Adaptor Builder indicated, through the monitoring
agent API (NetData); (ii) to process and filter the list of
monitoring KPIs; and, (iii) to deliver the gathering monitoring
KPIs to the specified destination, according with the scenario.
The specifications of each scenario are bellow:

1) Full Cloud: the Adaptor Builder deploys all adaptor
instances in slice-parts that provisioned at the Core Cloud
DC (Cloud slice-part – CSp), so that to enable on-site
monitoring. Edge slice-part (ESp) instances, as well as
WiFi slice-part (WSp) instances, are subjected to remote
monitoring (i.e., CSp-running adapators gather moni-
toring KPIs by invoking the edge-running monitoring
agent API remotely). Finally, a Slice-Part Management
Application is containerized in the Core Cloud DC, being
the destination of a subscribing set of monitoring KPIs
in a per Slice-Part Adaptor instance granularity.

2) Full Edge: the Adaptor Builder deploys all adaptor in-
stances in the Edge DC, so that enabling on-site moni-
toring and management in a per-ESp instance granularity.
A Slice-Part Management Application is containerized in
the Edge DC, being the destination of local-measured KPI
in a per Slice-Part Adaptor instance granularity. In this
scenario, the WSp instance is provisioned at the Edge
DC, since the SD-pCPE off-the-shelf resource patterns
are not sufficient to support on-site WiFi slicing.

3) Cloud-Edge Interplay: in the Cloud-Edge Interplay
model, ESp and CSp instances provide a distributed
monitoring scheme. The workflow for the Cloud-Edge
Interplay model defines that ESp monitoring instances
(including WSp instances) carry out a first slice-part
measurement data analysis, and then delivers monitoring
KPI all the way to a CSp for executing, for instance, a
second round data analysis. The evaluation time in this
scenario comprehends the total time that each ESp-CSP
coupled scheme takes between gathering targeting mon-
itoring KPIs until delivering to the cloud management
application. The purpose of this evaluation is to measure
the impact of the distributed monitoring;

Each evaluated monitoring scenario is set to the same
template definitions, consisting of two monitoring KPIs for
the CSp, one for the ESp, and two for the WSp. Listing 1
shows the description template of a requisition made by the
Slice Orchestrator for the Monitoring Orchestrator. The first
analysis is the KPI delivery time in a per monitoring scheme
granularity, shown in Figure 2 sketches.

As can be seen in Figure 2 and 3, the Full Edge monitoring
mode raises the lowest delivery time rate and monitoring KPI
network cost regarding the monitoring KPI. As expected, the
Full Edge monitoring mode performs better since the monitor-
ing agent runs aside the monitoring-approached components
(i.e., AESp and WSp instances, and corresponding ESp man-
agement applications), without any Cloud DC intervention.
The results show promising perspectives to afford management

Figure 2: Delivery Time rate for each monitoring mode.

Figure 3: Monitoring KPI Network cost for each monitoring
mode.

applications that need to take agile decisions, while enabling
a scalable approach. On the other hand, the Edge-Cloud
Interplay scenario adds an extra ESp-to-CSP signaling trip
time, which results in the higher time rate of the experiments.

The Full-Cloud scenario raises a slight time increase with
regards to the Full-Edge experiment, since the measurement
workflow (gathering slice-part monitoring KPI, processing all
them, and then delivering to the targeting cloud management
application) is done entirely at the Core Cloud DC premises.
However, this scheme counts with the Message Broker inter-
vention, which adds latency to the monitoring KPI gathering
approach along with the additional networking latency to cross
the backhaul infrastructure.

According to the outcomes of our testbed experiments, the
concepts behind the EDCS monitoring approach have proven
to be functional, and supports the three monitoring modes that
this paper proposes. Although not subjected to studies in our
set of experiments, it is well-known that management cost
exponentially increases according with the network density



and complexity. Therefore, our testbed experiments suggest
that on-site monitoring and decision functions impact the
performance of management applications.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we introduce a new system architecture
tailored to the monitoring of end-to-end cloud-network slices,
which we denote to EDCS. The EDCS proposed system har-
nesses the Edge-Cloud continuum, for enabling three different
monitoring modes to be provisioned: Full-Edge, Full-Cloud,
and Edge-Cloud Interplay. Thus, EDCS enables slice-part
instances to be monitored either in local, remote or distributed
premises. To achieve this, the design of the EDCS architecture
follows a modular approach of components that interwork
through internal interfaces, and exposes functions to outside
applications through external interfaces.

As future work, we will integrate the EDCS approach
into the NECOS platform. Afterwards, we will assess the
performance of the EDCS-enabled NECOS platform so as to
showcase the impact regarding the increased density of slice
instances and services settings.
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